Nursery Holiday Homework Activities

Numbers- Count! Count! Count!
Here are many hands on counting activities you can do
with your children at home!
 Finding what’s in nature, counting
leaves, counting petals, counting rocks. Or look
in their toy bin and sort objects and count,
count, count!
 Use Dominoes to decide which chore to do. How
many dots are on the Domino? Count them. That’s
the chore to do. – Chore List with Dominoes &
Numbers
 Label bottles with numbers and ask your child to
count and drop pom poms (or any small object)
in.
 Make a simple grid on the sidewalk with numbers
and find that many objects from nature!
 Ask a child to walk around their home to
find and count all of the doors, windows,
tables, beds, mirrors, sinks, etc
 Let’s play hopscotch! Your child can learn to
count numbers from 1 to 10 while playing
hopscotch. They can have fun while being
outdoors.
 Counting with beads and pipe cleaners. This is
also great for fine motor development!
Name writing activities

Helping your child practice writing their name gives
your child the confidence to do their best in school
and feel great about it. We hope you and your child
enjoys the activities we’ve put together for you!

 Practice writing their name in a salt
sensory tray!
 Get out the watercolours and trace the letters of
their name with a paintbrush!
 Sandpaper Letters- Children love sensory
experiences. This one helps your kids recognize
that letters need to be formed in a particular
order. Write their name on sandpaper. Your
child needs to use yarn to form the letters of
their name.

 Scramble and unscramble the letters- One of the
most important skills to writing their name is
recognizing it and decoding the order of the
letters in their name. Practice putting letters
in order from left to right with this fun name
activity. Refrigerator letters and foam
letters work well for this activity.
 Street Letters- Form the letters of their name
in tape on the floor. Grab the bin of cars.
Your kids get to drive around the letters of
their name. Encourage them to move their
vehicles along the roads the way they would
write the letters.
 Play dough etching- Etch your child’s name
into play dough using a pencil. Your child can
trace the lines. Then roll it flat and trace
their name very softly. Your kids need to etch
their name deeply following the lines you made.
The tension of the dough will help develop the
muscle motor control needed to write.

Traditional Tales Storytelling- Goldilocks and the
three bears

 Listen to the story on YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T84dax2MDPg

 Children to identify the beginning, middle and
end of the tale. This activity helps students
retell the tale in their own words.

 Children to create small, medium and
large bears using materials around the house.
Focus on sizes.
 Children to represent the bears through creating
their own teddy bear toast.
 Create your own setting of Goldilocks and the
three bears with porridge

oats. Now your child is ready to retell the
story.
 Your child can make their own porridge for the
bears in different sized bowls.

